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Attn: Director, Division of Technical A

Information and Document Control 'O co

Subject: Comments on Task RS 809-5 Div. 1
" Qualification Test for Cable Penetration
F're Stops for Use in Nuclear Power Plants"

Dear Sir:

Commonwealth Edison Company has reviewed the

above referenced Regulatory Guide and hereby submits

comments on the enclosed pages.

Yours truly,
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A.J. Wanninger
Staff Assistant
Office of Vice-President Lee
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Ccenents on NRC Draft Regulatory Guide
" Qualification Test for Cable Penetratien

Fire Stops for Use in Nuclear Power Plants"
Task PS 809-5 Cated July 1979

1. Section B - Discussicn

In Section 3 Discussien, the draft regulatory guide is ambigueus because it
mixes the words " barriers", "asse=blies", and " cable penetrations". The fol-
lowing sentences are suggested as minor mcdifications which will i= prove the
clarity:

In a nuclear power plant, cables and cable raceways penetrate such
barriers as walls, floors, er floor-ceiling (s) throughout the plant.
When these barriers are rated as fire-resistive barriers, the cable

penetratien(s) assemblies should have the same resistance to fire as
the barriers. (Barriers may have a fire-rating that exceeds the

rating necessary to contain the "worsQ case" fire at that location,
as a result of other structural featuns. The fire resistance rating
of the cable penetration assemblies shall be at least as great as
that which has been determined to be necessary by the Fire Hacard
Analysis.)

The modificaticns that are suggested above were apparently censidered by the
writers of the draft, since reference is made to " fire steps rated at one hour
or less" in Subparagraph 4 of Section C.

2. Secticn C - Regulatory Position
Subparagraph C.2.b

. This paragraph would require that tests be cenducted under positive pressure
ccnditiens in the test furnace. Most tests to date have been cenducted in a
near-neutral pressure condition. Cependent en the pressures involved, per-
for=ing tests under such conditions would be very difficult with testing
equipment presently used. In lieu of the above, the ability of a fire step

to withstand pressure could be assessed fremthe results of hose stream tests
with the exceptien of being able to dete=ine if a positive air seal is main-
tained.

3. Section C - Regulatcry Position
Subparagraph 2.c

This secticn would be of little significance since Subparagraph 1 already
passes a bare cenductor thrcugh the fire stop and would yield all the neces-
sary informaticn for a bare cenductor close to the surface of the fire step,
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4. Section C - Regulatory Position
Subparagraph 3

This paragraph deals with the intentional modification of an installed fire
stop as =ight be required to install additional cables thrcugh an existing
penetration. The paragraph requires that a modified prototype te successfully
tested under similar conditions. It is suggested that when repairs are made
with =aterials and a design identical to the original, that qualification by
analysis should be allowed. Thus, there should be a sentence in Subparagraph
3 to allcw qualification without a second fire test.

5. Section C - Regulatory Position
Subparagraph 4

The " fire-load" of ANSI A2.1 ( ASTM E119) is dictated by the time-temperature
curve prescribed in the standard. The addition of an additional two feet of
eccbustible cable covering will not =aterially affect the the=al exposure of
the sa=ple. The fuel fire-load of the furnace would be decreased as the fire-
lead of the test sample is increased. Therefore, there is no need to require
three feet of cable protrusien en the fire side instead of the currently pre-
scribed cne foot. The additional cable would only serve to make the testing
more costly.
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6. Secticn C - Regulatory Position
Subparagraph 5

This subparagraph states that " designs that are unsy=cetrical with respect to
the use and application of fire stop =aterials should be tested on both sides.
Unsy=etrical fire stop wall designs should be tested fres both sides. Unsym-
=etrical ficer designs need only be fire tested or exposed frcm the underside.
It is not reascnable to assume that a f1cer fire step will be exposed to the
same level of fire en the tcp side as en the bottom side (heat rises). This
requirement should at least be modified to require both sides to be tested
Only if it can be shown that plant ecnditiens warrant it.

7. Section C - Regulatory Position
Subparagraph e

This subparagraph states that a mini =us of three the=occuples should be used
for each interface type within the penetration.

The use of three the moccuples is excessive. Test semples eften include three
cable types fitted within three cable tray type or si::e variatien stepped with
perhaps two fire stop details. This particular array wculd require approxi-
=ately 100 the=cccuples if three T/C's were required for each location.

As the number of variables being tested increases, the nu=ber cf T/C's re-
quired to ex%e the thermal effects decreases because a pattern is discernible.
It would seem that a reputable testing agent with their backgrcund in testing
should have latitude to install the appropriate nu=ter of T/C's to acquire the
apprcpriate informatien.
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No reasen is seen that a T/C be placed one inch frc= each interface type in
that the te=perature =easured one inch away will obviously be lower.

Additicnally in this subparagraph, an interface type is defined to be any
physical contact between a spec.?ic pair of dissi=ilar =aterials. The guide
should be modified to make it clear that the interface between cable insula-
tien and the cable jacket is not an interface in this centext. The scope of
this require =ent should be carefully reviewed and cnly the interfaces which
would yield useful data should be monitored for te=perature.

8. Section C - Regulatory Positien
Subparagraph 8

This subparagraph states that the unexposed surface te=perature should not ex-
ceed 600cF and that the te=perature one inch away fro each interface type
should not exceed 4000F.

The IEEE 634 Stande d states that the maximu= te=perature of cuter cable
covering, the cable penetration fire step =aterial or =aterial in contact
with the cable penetration fire stop should not exceed 7000F.

It is not clear frc= Subparagraph C.8 just where the temperature limited to
600cF is =easured.

There is no technical basis for the 600cF limit or for the 4000F li=it. The
700CF te. perature maxi =um stated in IEEE 634 Paragraph 6.1.2 is 150 to 2C0cF
below the self-ignition te=peratures of cables which should provide adequate
=argin for a te=perature 14-*t. The Sandia cable tests indicate the self-
i W tien te=peratures of cables to be in the range of 850 to 900cy,
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